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Abstract:

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) have been proposed and investigated for road safety applications.
Many safety applications are enabled by broadcasting basic safety message (BSM) periodically. Whether the
current IEEE802.11p communication system can meet the stringent quality of service (QoS) requirement for
safety applications is under discussion. Many analytical and simulation models have been proposed to study
the reliability of DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication) IEEE802.11p broadcast services. However,
most analyses assume a deterministic communication range, which is unpractical. In this paper, we propose
an analytical model based on signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) to study of QoS and capacity of
VANET for BSM based safety applications. The analytical model considers the context of the more practical
vehicular communication environment: BSM broadcast, asynchronous timing between hidden terminals, Nakagami channel fading, and Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process vehicle distribution. For the proposed model,
the computation complexity of QoS and capacity metrics by numerical solutions is so high that the computation time is intolerable. Thus the efficient numerical way together with a parallel approach is needed to
evaluate these metrics. The Monte Carlo integration and MPI (Message Passing Interface) method are applied
for accelerating the computing process. The analysis of QoS metrics are validated by NS2 simulation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) (Andrisano
et al., 2000) is moving in the direction of safe
and comfortable driving. Vehicular ad hoc network
(VANET) plays an important role in ITS. Among the
many applications supported by VANET, safety application is the most critical. Many safety applications
are accomplished by broadcasting basic safety message (BSM), and these safety applications have strict
quality of service (QoS) requirements. Research on
whether the vehicle communication system based on
DSRC can meet the QoS requirements of safety applications is also under way. At present, many analytical models along with extensive simulations have
a
b
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been proposed to study the performance and reliability of DSRC IEEE 802.11p broadcast traffic in onedimensional (Luong et al., 2017; Bazzi et al., 2018;
Ma et al., 2013b; Yin et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2013; Ma
et al., 2021) and two-dimensional intersections (Ma
et al., 2013a; Steinmetz et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2016)
VANET. However, the current analysis of VANET
QoS and capacity mostly assumes that the communication range is deterministic, and the communication
range and hidden terminals are important factors affecting packet reception, which is impractical. In addition, for the purpose of analytical tractability, many
impractical assumptions are made, such as the exponential vehicle distribution (Ma et al., 2011; Hafeez
et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2013b) and the
Raleigh fading channel model considering path loss
(Ye et al., 2011), etc.
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A few analytic models have been used to evaluate
the reliability metrics of PRP(Packet reception probability)/PRR(Packet reception ratio) of 1-D broadcast
mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) (Ma et al., 2011;
Ye et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2013; Hassan et al., 2011;
Hafeez et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2013b; Tong et al.,
2016; Yao et al., 2013). These kinds of analytical approaches take the impact of the hidden terminal problem, the fading channel, and the channel access protocol into consideration, investigate the performance
of VANET at different densities, different receiving distances, and different channel model (such as
Nakagami-m Fading, Weibull Fading, Rayleigh Fading and Rician Fading). However, few models could
provide the practical as well as a viable approach to
estimate the actual VANET capacity. Several studies
for VANET capacity using scaling-law based method
can only give per-node capacity scales in asymptotically large wireless networks (Wang et al., 2015; Lu
and Shen, 2014), which cannot be easily applied to
actual capacity estimation.
Most recently, a new interference-based capacity model was proposed for VANET safety message
broadcast scenario (Ni et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2017).
The model approached the capacity analysis of onedimensional (1-D) VANET safety message broadcast
under Nakagami fading channel through the derivation of SINR distribution after making reasonable approximations. This model enables the evaluation of
VANET capacity for safety applications in a more
practical way.
The SINR is the ratio of the strength of the received useful signal to the strength of the received
interference signal (noise and interference). BER
(bit error rate) represents the probability that a bit is
misinterpreted at a receiver due to the propagation
process (Yao et al., 2014; Molisch, 2012), which is
the function of the SINR. SINR threshold is defined
as the value whose mapping BER is small enough(
usually 10−5 ) for the tolerable transmission error.
The actual physical communication system such as
a real radio hardware USRP (Gotsis et al., 2017), or
the simulation components for DSRC such as popular tools NS2 (Chen et al., 2007), NS3 (Eckermann
et al., 2019; Shaban et al., 2020), and Matlab (Gotsis et al., 2017; Bazzi et al., 2019) employ the SINR
threshold communication mechanism to receive the
data packet. Accordingly, estimating entire network
capacity or evaluating the performance of VANET
Based on SINR distribution could be obtained. Therefore, the SINR based modeling approach to analyze
the QoS VANET not only represent the actual communication system features, but also establish the
quantization standard such as Capacity and QoS.

Although the SINR based modeling approach for
VANET has some advantages compared with the deterministic distance based modeling approach, the
computation complexity of the SINR based far exceeds the deterministic distance approach. Message
Passing Interface (MPI) (Gropp et al., 1996) is a
message-passing standard that is widely used to solve
scientific computing problems on parallel computers.
It provides a rich collection of interfaces for communication between processes. MPI supports pointto-point communication and collective communication. Thanks to the parallel model MPI, the complex high dimensional integrations could be transformed into solvable problem. VANET QoS metrics have no efficent numerical solutions based on
SINR model(Ma et al., 2017), since it needs efforts
to find an efficient numerical way to evaluate those
metrics. To accelerate the computing process, there
are two directions for optimization, reducing integral
sampling points and computing integrand in parallel.
For reducingg integral sampling points, several delicate approaches can be adopted, such as Monte Carlo
integration(Morokoff and Caflisch, 1995), Sparse
grids(Gerstner and Griebel, 1998), Bayesian quadrature(Gunter et al., 2014), etc. Some of them such as
Bayesian quadrature is hard to parallelism since each
iteration of algorithm is related to the last iteration before. For computing integrands in parallel, many research try to compute integrands in parallel by GPU
(Arumugam et al., 2013; Zong et al., 2019) or FPGA
(Razak et al., 2017), which is significantly faster than
compute by CPU. The hardware feature of GPU and
FPGA make them can only do the simple evaluation,
while the integrands of model by SINR is too complex to implement on them. Therefore, in this paper,
we choose Monte Carlo integration as well as MPI
method to accelerate computing process.
In this paper, to build a firm and complete framework of the SINR based approach to the capacity
and QoS of VANET for safety message broadcast, we
come up with a new systematic approach to derivation
of the transmission probability and the SINR distribution in the context of BSM safety applications with
more general vehicle distribution. The new approach
considers the impact of IEEE 802.11p MAC channel
access and asynchronous timing between hidden terminals. Then the SINR based analysis is further extended to the analysis of QoS metrics for the safety
applications.
Main Contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:
• An analytical model based on SINR is built
with Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP)
node distribution in 1-D, unsaturated message
601
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generation, Nakagami channel fading with path
loss, and impact of hidden terminal.
• The new model derives the SINR distribution
through MPI Monte Carlo programming model,
which transform the complex numerical computation to an actual solvable problem.
• Simulations and experiments are proposed for the
analysis of validity, computational efforts, accuracy of the model by SINR.

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION
AND ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 Problem Formulation
Given a highway vehicular environment on which
all vehicles are equipped with IEEE 802.11p DSRC
wireless communication capability, each vehicle
broadcasts BSM containing measured mobility information to all surrounding vehicles in its transmission
range periodically with message generation rate λ,
and receives the BSMs from the surrounding vehicles.
In this way, awareness range of drivers can be extended and more accidents can be avoided (SchmidtEisenlohr, 2010). The safety-related message broadcast requires high reliability and performance. However, the quality of service (QoS) is degraded by message collisions and fading communication channel.
We are concerned about if the current DSRC system,
under certain vehicular environment, is able to provide the broadcast service with guaranteed QoSs for
all selected safety applications. In order to evaluate
the system in this regard, several QoS metrics and
capacity need to be evaluated: 1) Message (packet)
delivery probability defined as the probability that a
receiver successfully decodes the message (packet)
from a source node with a distance. 2) Packet (message) reception ratio defined as the percentage of receivers in a range that are free from transmission errors once a broadcast message is sent out. 3) Link
capacity defined as the maximum message (packet)
transmission rate between two nodes in the communication channel.

2.2 Assumptions
We assume that IEEE 802.11p beacon message broadcast works under the following scenarios. (1) A 2-D
strip-like network area can be approximated to a 1D single lane. (3) All nodes are treated as homogeneous with identical vehicle length LV and transmission power Pt . (4) Mobile nodes are placed on the
602

lines according to NHPP with the density of vehicles
at a distance x from the tagged node: β(x) (in nodes
per meter). Then, the probability of finding i vehicles
in a space interval (x, x + l) is given by
R
i R x+l
x+l
β(y)dy
e− x β(y)dy
x
.
P[i, (x, x + l)] =
i!
(5) Same Nakagami fading model is assumed for vehicular communication channel. (6) The distance between an interfere and the tagged transmitter should
be no longer than 2rE (Ni et al., 2015),
where rE is the
p
average sensing range rE = d0 α Pt η/Pth , and Pth is
the clear channel assessment(CCA) sensitivity. Then,
PDF of the power Pr received from a receiver with
distance d away from a source node is rewritten as
m



mx
m
1
m−1
,
x
exp −
fPr |d (x) =
Γ(m) P̄r (d)
P̄r (d)

where Γ() is the Gamma function,
 α and m is the fading parameter. P̄r (d) = Pt η dd0
(η is a transceiverdetermined constant, d0 is the reference distance for
the far-zone field, α is the pathloss exponent) is the
mean value determined by the pathloss.

3

ANALYSIS OF SINR
DISTRIBUTION

As shown in Figure 1, given that there are l nodes
in the shaded interference region, and the interfere
I is the (l − i)-th node within the right shaded region (i = 1, . . . , l − 1), Denote dl be the distance between the tagged node T and the l − th node (the farthest interfering node) within the right shaded region
[rE , dmax ] where dmax is the maximum range of all intended interfering nodes. Given NHPP distribution of
distance between nodes, according to (Ma and Chen,
2008) and (Haenggi, 2005), the complimentary cumulative probability distribution P(dl > r) is given by the
probability that there is at least one node in the range
of dmax − r divided by the probability that is at least a
node in the range of dmax :
P(dl > r) =

1 − e−
1 − e−

R dmax
r

R dmax
0

β(y)dy
β(y)dy

,

Then, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
distance dl (rE < dl < 2rE ) can be calculated as

Fdl (τ) = P(dl < τ) =

e−

R 2rE
τ

R 2r
β(y)dy − e− 0 E β(y)dy

1 − e−

R 2rE
0

β(y)dy

,
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Similar to the derivation of DI ’s PDF, DS ’s PDF
can be solved as follows. Assign Di i = 1, 2, . . ., as
distances of ith vehicle to the tagged vehicle T , then,
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Figure 1: General interfering scenario for VANET safety
message broadcast.

Since dl−i = dl−i+1 − Yl−i+1 (i = 1, . . . , l − 1),
where Yl−i+1 is distance between l − i + 1th node and
l − ith node with distribution
FYl−i+1 |dl−i+1 (y|d) = 1 − e
fYl−i+1 |dl−i+1 (y|d) =

Rd
− d−y
β(z)dz

= β(d − y)e

fl−i (τ) =

τ

i−1

fl−i+1 (x) fYl−i+1 |dl−i+1 ((x − τ)|x)dx,

FDI |(ds ,l−i) (x) = P(DI < x|rE − ds ≤ DI ≤ 2rE − ds )
Fl−i (ds + x)
, i = 0, . . . , l − 1.
= R 2r
E
rE f l−i (τ)dτ

The PDFs of the distances of the individual interfering
nodes to the receiver R are obtained as
fl−i (ds + x)
fDI |(ds ,l−i) (x) = R 2r
, i = 0, . . . , l − 1. (1)
E
rE f l−i (τ)dτ
From (1), the probability that there are l nodes in the
shaded area is
R
l R 2rE
2rE
− rE β(y)dy
rE β(y)dy e
.
P[l, (rE , 2rE )] =
l!
Then, the total DI ’s conditional PDF can be expressed
as

Z τ
0

j=0

(2)
where p j is the probability that the interfere I is
the j − th node within the right shaded area, which is
evaluated as
p j = 1/l, j = 0, 1, . . . , l − 1.

; fD1 (x) = βxe−

1 − e−

R d+y
d

Rx
0

β(z)dz

= β(d + y)e−

fDi−1 (x) fYd

β(z)dz

.

i−1

R d+y
d

,

β(z)dz

,

|dl−1 ((τ − x)|x)dx.

∞

fDS (x) =

l
1
P[l,
(0,
r
)]
E
∑ fD j (x) l .
∑
j=1
l=1

The CDF of I’s interference power PI received at
R could be presented as
FPI |ds (x) = Pr(PI < x|DS = ds )
=

Z x Z 2rE −ds
t ′ =0 rE −ds

fPI |ds (x) =

Z 2rE −ds
rE −ds

fPr |DI (t ′ ) fDI |ds (t)dtdt ′ ,

fPr |DI (x) fDI |ds (t)dt,

(3)

Next, we evaluate effect of transmissions from
node I ′ at left hand side of T on R’s reception. In similar way, CDF and PDF of I ′ ’s interference power at R
can also be derived. Given DS is the distance between
T and R, the distance between (l ′ − i) − th interfering
node and node R is denoted as DI ′ (i = 0, . . . , l ′ − 1),
where rE + Ds ≤ DI ′ ≤ 2rE + Ds .
FDI ′ |(ds ,l ′ −i) (x) = P(DI ′ < x|rE + ds ≤ DI ′ ≤ 2rE + ds )
F ′ (x − ds)
= R 2rl −i
.
E
rE f l ′ −i (τ)dτ

The PDFs of the distances of the individual interfering nodes to the receiver R are obtained as
fDI ′ |(ds ,l ′ −i) (x) =

l−1

∑ P[l, (rE , 2rE )] ∑ fDI |(ds ,l− j)(x)p j ,

l=1

|di−1 (y|d)

.

Given DS is the distance between T and R, the distance between (l − i)-th interfering node and node R
is denoted as DI (i = 0, . . . , l − 1), where rE − Ds ≤
DI ≤ 2rE − Ds .

∞

β(z)dz

|d (y|d) =
i−1 i−1

i = 1, . . . , l − 1.

fDI |ds (x) =

0

Then, the total DS ’s PDF can be expressed as

Consequently, the PDFs of distances of individual nodes l − i in the shaded area can be derived as
(Trivedi, 2002)
Z 2rE

FYd

fDi (τ) =

dFYl−i+1|dl−i+1 (y|d)
dy

Rx

Since Di = Di−1 − Ydi−1 (i = 2, . . . , l), where Ydi−1 is
distance between i − 1th node and ith (i = 2, . . . , l)
node with distribution

fYd

,

Rd
− d−y
β(z)dz

FD1 (x) = 1 − e−

dFDI (ds ,l ′ −i) (x)
f ′ (x − ds )
= R 2rl −i
,
E
dx
fl ′ −i (τ)dτ
r
E

∞

fDI ′ |ds (x) =

l−1

∑ P[l, (rE , 2rE )] ∑ fDI′ |(ds ,l− j) (x)p j ,

l=1

j=0

(4)
FPI ′ |ds (x) = Pr(PI ′ < x|DS = ds )
=

Z x Z 2rE +ds
t ′ =0 rE +ds

fPr |DI ′ (t ′ ) fDI ′ |ds (t)dtdt ′ ,
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fPI ′ |ds (x) =

Z 2rE +ds
rE +ds

fPr |DI ′ (x) fDI ′ |ds (t)dt,

(5)

Therefore, the total interference power accumulated at the receiver R if the interferences from two
sides occur at same time (Ni et al., 2015):
fPI+I ′ |ds (x) =

Z ∞
0

2(T − DIFS)
,
T
where πXMT is the steady-state probability that a vehicle is in transmission state, which is derived in (Yin
et al., 2013). T is the time duration for one packet
transmission, DIFS is a time period of distributed
inter-frame space of IEEE 802.11p MAC.
Hence, considering three possible interference occurrence cases from two sides of the receiver with different probabilities (single interferer from one side,
and two interferers from both sides), the total interference power accumulated at the receiver R is the sum
of two independent random variables from two sides
of R.
At the same time, we should consider the distribution of interference power when there is no interference on both sides. In this case, the interference
power is the power of the basic noise, which is assumed to be constant and expressed by PIn . The CDF
and PDF of the interference power is:
(
1,
FPIn |ds (x) =
0,

i f x ≥ PIn
i f x < PIn ,

fPIn |ds (x) = dFPIn |ds (x)/dx.

(6)

Thus, PDF of interference power on R is expressed
as
h
ih
i
fPΣ |ds (x) = 1 − e−∆R 1 − e−∆L fPI+I′ |ds (x)
h
i
+ e−∆L 1 − e−∆R fPI |ds (x)
h
i
+ e−∆R 1 − e−∆L fPI′ |ds (x)
+ e−∆L e−∆R fPIn |ds (x)

R

−rE
E
β(y)dy; ∆L = pt −2r
β(y)dy.
where ∆R = pt r2r
E
E
Given Ds = ds , the SINR at R is the ratio of two
random variables, and its conditional PDF and CDF
could be presented as

fSINR|ds (x) =
604

Z ∞
0

fSINR (x) =

t · fPr |ds (t · x) fPΣ |ds (t)dt,

0

Z rE

FSINR (x) =

pt = πXMT

Z x

fSINR|ds (t)dt, x > 0,

Then, the SINR’s PDF can be derived as

fPI |ds (x − t) fPI ′ |ds (t)dt,

Considering node T and node R are out of mutual
carrier sensing range, T ’s transmission could occur at
any time of T ’s transmission. According to (Yin et al.,
2013), the probability that a node in the shaded area
transmits during the vulnerable period of the transmission from the tagged node T is evaluated as

R

FSINR|ds (x) =

4

0

Z x
0

fSINR|ds (x) fDs (t)dt,
fSINR (t)dt, x > 0.

QoS AND CAPACITY
DERIVATION

Having derived SINR distribution, the following QoS
metrics and capacity can be defined and evaluated.

4.1 QoS Derivation
First, the probability that receiver with distance ds
to the tagged node accepts the message successfully
if the measured conditional SINR is bigger than the
given threshold and the received signal is stronger
than the reception threshold Pth , which is expressed
as
PRP(ds , θ) = Pr(SINR ≥ θ|ds ) · Pr(Pr ≥ Pth |ds )
= (1 − FSINR|ds (θ))(1 −

Z Pth
0

fPr |ds (x)dx), ds ≤ dROI .

(7)
Define region of interest (ROI) of a safety application
as size of the geographical region covered by those
entities participating in the application, which is denoted as dROI . Different kinds of safety applications
have different ROI sizes (Bai et al., 2006). Second,
packet reception ratio (PRR) (the percentage of receivers that are free from transmission errors) within
ROI can be evaluated as
Rd
β(x)PRP(x, θ)dx
, d ≤ dROI .
PRR(d, θ) = 0 R d
0 β(x)dx

4.2 Capacity Evaluation

The CDF of link capacity can be obtained from the
Shannon’s Theorem(Ni et al., 2015):
FC (x) = Pr(W log2 (1+SINR) < x) = FSINR(2x/W −1),
where W is the bandwidth allocated to the observed
communication pair. The PDF of link capacity is as
follow:
ln 2
fC (x) =
· (2x/W ) fSINR (2x/W − 1).
W
Then Expected link capacity is calculated according
to the following formula:
E(C) =

Z ∞
0

x fC (x)dx.
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5

ACCELERATION OF
NUMERICAL COMPUTATION

5.3 Implementation Scheme of MPI and
Monte Carlo Method

5.1 Problem Description

5.3.1 Representation of Objective Function

Formula (7) of PRP(ds , θ) can not be simplified, so it
needs to be solved by numerical calculation.
The FSINR|ds (x) and FPr |ds (x) need to be calculated
for computing the PRP , in which the computational
overhead of FPr |ds (x) can be neglected. Thus the formula mainly took in FSINR|ds (x) calculation.

For the convenience of description, we represent the
following variables with c1 , c2 , c3 :
c1 =[1 − e−∆L ][1 − e−∆R ],
c2 =e−∆L [1 − e−∆R ],
c3 =e−∆R [1 − e−∆L ].
Let:

5.2 Influence of fDI |ds (x) and fDI′ |ds (x)
on Computational Efficiency

f1 = f1 (t, k) =t · fPr |ds (t · k),
f2 = f2 (t, j) = fPr |DI (t) fDI |ds ( j),

This section lists all the formulas involved in calculating FSINR|ds (θ):
Z θ

FSINR|ds (θ) =
fSINR|ds (k) =

Z ∞

pth
k

0

−∆R

= [1 − e

Expanding the formula of FSINR|ds (θ), the formula
(10) is obtained:

fSINR|ds (k)dk,

t · fPr |ds (t · k) · ϕ∑ (t, ds )dt,

ϕ∑ (t, ds ) = f P∑ |ds (t)
−∆L

][1 − e

]

Z

= c1
f PI |ds (t − m) f PI ′ |ds (m)dm

+ e−∆L [1 − e−∆R ] f PI |ds (t)
+ e−∆L e−∆R f PIn |ds (t).

Formula fPI |ds (x) and fPI ′ |ds (x) are shown in (3)
and (5), respectively. In order to calculate formulas
fPI |ds (x) and fPI ′ |ds (x), fDI |ds (x) and fDI ′ |ds (x) need to
be calculated first, their expressions are shown in formulas (2) and (4).
Formulas (2) and (4) show that their computational time complexity is O(n2 ). If they are not simplified, it will cost a lot in the subsequent calculation process. Fortunately, by changing the summation
order, the formulas can be reduced to the following
forms, and their computational time complexity is reduced to O(n):
n+1

n

∑ fD |(d ,l−l) (x) ∑
I

s

P[ j − 1, (rE , 2rE )]p j ,

j=l+1

l=0

+ c3

Z θZ ∞

fDI′ |ds (x) =

∑ fD

l=0

I ′ |(ds ,l−l)

(x)

∑

pth
k

0

+ e−∆L e−∆R

fSINR|ds (k)dk

Z∞ 2rZE −ds

(

pth
k

0

f1

f2 (t − m, j)d j

rE −ds

0

Z θZ ∞

f1

2rZE +ds

f3 (m, l)dl)

rE +ds

2rZE −ds

f2 d jdtdk

rE −ds

2rZE +ds

f3 d jdtdk

rE +ds

Z θZ ∞
pth
k

0

t · fPr |ds (t · k) · fPIn |ds (t)dtdk.
(10)

Let, FSINR|(ds ,PIn ) (θ) =

RθR∞
0

pth
k

t · fPr |ds (t · k) ·

fPIn |ds (t)dtdk. Noise is the only source of interference
at this time. Because its power PIn is assumed to be
constant, so the value of the formula can be obtained
by using the definition of SINR. Its calculation time
is constant, so it is not considered in subsequent numerical calculation.
And use BI, RI, LI, NI to represent
c1

n+1

n

f1

pth
k

0

p j = 1/ j
(8)

0

Z θZ ∞

dmdtdk + c2

+ e−∆R [1 − e−∆L ] f PI ′ |ds (t)

fDI |ds (x) =

Z θ

FSINR|ds (θ) =

∞

0

f3 = f3 (t, j) = fPr |DI ′ (t) fDI ′ |ds ( j).

Zθ Z∞
0

P[ j − 1, (rE , 2rE )]p j ,

f1

pth
k

Z∞ 2rZE −ds

(

0

f2 (t − m, j)d j

2rZE +ds
rE +ds

rE −ds

f3 (m, l)dl)dmdtdk,

j=l+1

p j = 1/ j
(9)

Variable n is the upper limit of the number of vehicles
in the communication range.

c2

Z θZ ∞
0

pth
k

f1

Z 2rE −ds
rE −ds

f2 d jdtdk,
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c3

Z θZ ∞
0

pth
k

e−∆L e−∆R

f1

Z 2rE +ds
rE +ds

Z θZ ∞
0

pth
k

Algorithm 1: Scalable algorithm for VANET QoS analysis.

f3 d jdtdk,

t · fPr |ds (t · k) · fPIn |ds (t)dtdk.

After the transformation, as shown in Equation (11).
FSINR|ds (θ) = BI + RI + LI + NI.

(11)

Formula (10) shows, that solving FSINR|ds (θ) need
to calculate multidimensional integrals. The realizability and efficiency of numerical methods is a
very important problem. The Monte Carlo integration
method can calculate multidimensional integrals, and
the integration speed is only related to the number of
sampling points, and is independent of the dimension.
So we use Monte Carlo integral to solve the multidimensional integral problem in this paper.
In order to speed up the solution, we use MPI to
solve PRP(ds , θ).
Figure 2 shows the process of dividing/calculating, synchronizing and reducing for the MPI. We use
the process numbered 0 as the main process and use
N processes to calculate PRP(ds , θ). Figure 2 gives
the flow of the entire program.
First, the main process calculates the parts that are
independent of the integral function of the integral according to the input parameters, such as c1 , c2 , c3 , and
the integral area volume v1 , v2 , v3 ;
Secondly, according to the total Monte Carlo number of samples N, the mean values and the errors of
the LI, BI and RI are calculated, respectively;
Finally, the main process calculates the value
PRP(ds , θ) based on the value of FSINR|ds (θ).
The detailed implementation is presented by
pseudo code in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 shows the process of MPI parallel
coupled with Monte Carlo numerical method to estimate the mean E( f ; N) and the error σ2 (E; N), by increasing sampling points to ensure the error σ2 (E; N).
The detailed implementation is presented by
pseudo code in Algorithm 2.

5.4 Experiments
We develop the experiments based on MPI cluster
which include 20 cores CPU for numerical integration. The hardware of nodes in MPI cluster is Intel
E5-2660 2.60GHz CPU and 32GB memory, and each
node in cluster is organized by IntelMPI 5.1.2. Our
developed numerical programs create one MPI process which is allocated 64MB local memory to compute for each core. The programs apply the GNU numerical computing library to generate random number and calculate integral, the seed of random numbers in each process should be different for various
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Require: QoS analysis problem, the total number of
samples N of Monte Carlo , the number of MPI
calculated processes k;
Ensure: Numerical solution, Monte Carlo error eps;
1: Detach QoS analysis problem into three part LI,
RI, BI ;
2: Calculate the part that is independent of the integrands of the integral;
3: The number of samples to be calculated for each
process is divided equally into N/k;
4: for each subproblem ∈ LI, RI, BI do
5:
Use the k process call algorithm 2 to get the
summation value sum;
6:
Accumulate the sum of these k processes and
get the final summation value sum f inal;
7:
Sum f inal divided by N, get the mean of the
integrands;
8:
The main process calculates the error eps and
outputs it;
9: end for
Algorithm 2: Parallel algorithm of Monte Carlo method.

Require: The integrands function f , the total number
of samples N of Monte Carlo , the number of MPI
calculated processes k;
Ensure: The estimate of the integral E( f ; N), the error on this estimate σ2 (E; N);
1: for i = 1 to k do
2:
Generate ⌈N/k⌉ sampling points Pi by each
process i;
3:
Compute f (pi, j ) for each sampling point pi, j ∈
Pi sequentially in each parallel process i;
4:
Keep all result of f (pi, j ) in shared memory;
5: end for
6: Calculate the average fˆ of f (pi, j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤
j ≤ ⌈N/k⌉;
7: Calculate the estimated integral E( f ; N) =
V fˆ and estimated absolute error σ2 (E; N) =
⌈N/k⌉
N2 k
( f (pi, j ) − fˆ)2 ;
V 2 ∑i=1 ∑ j=1
cycles. Parameters are set as follows:SINR value θ
is set as 4, and signal propagation distance ds is set
as 50. The average time of single sampling for LI,RI
and BI is 105.07, 105.18 and 736462 ms, respectively.
Due to the convolution, the sampling of BI spends
thousands of times than LI, RI.
The experiments need large enough sampling
points to ensure accuracy for Monte Carlo integration.
Table 1 is the statistics of integration errors of LI,
RI and BI parts under different number of sampling
points to obtain QoS metric PRP. The number of sam-
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Overallprocess

LI,RIandBIspecificprocesses

Themainprocessreceivesinput
parameters:ds,ɽ,N

Averagenumberofsamplesaccordingto
thenumberofprocessesk

Themainprocesscalculatesc1,
c2,c3andtheintegralarea
volumeofLI,RI,BI˖v1,v2,v3
CalculatethemeanvalueofLI
underthetotalnumberof
samplesN

0

Calculate:
f1(orf2orf3)
underN/k

CalculatethemeanvalueofRI
underthetotalnumberof
samplesN

... NͲ1

Calculate:
f1(orf2orf3)
underN/k

Synchronize

Reducethelocal_sumtogettheglobal_sum
CalculatethemeanvalueofBI
underthetotalnumberof
samplesN

Calculatethemeanoftheintegrandvalue
undertheN

ThemainprocessgetsXXXX
FSINR|ds
Calculateerror
ThemainprocessgetsthePRP

Figure 2: MPI program description.

pling points applied in our experiment is 1000, 3000
and 5000 times, respectively. The results in Table 1 is
the average error of 7 times of evaluation. As shown
in table 1, the estimated absolute error decreases as
the number of sampling points N. However, more
sampling means more computing resources.
Table 1: Integral error under different number of samples.
The error of 1000 sampling
The error of 3000 sampling
The error of 5000 sampling

LI

RI

BI

1.49e-05
8.02e-06
8.47e-06

6.55e-05
1.91e-05
1.12e-05

1.38e-04
3.41e-05
2.13e-05

The total running time of the program under 1000,
3000 and 5000 samples is 20.08, 41.82 and 61.36
hours, respectively. The running time means the real
time of program running in parallel by 20 cores. The
process time increases significantly with the number
of sampling, since it’s important to trade off computing resources with evaluation accurracy when applied the model based on SINR. Thus, we employ the
Monte Carlo integration with 3000 sampling points to
compute various SINR settings.

6

COMPARISON OF
THEORETICAL AND
SIMULATION RESULTS

To validate the new proposed theoretical analysis, the
Matlab and C++ are deployed for theoretical computations with MPI Monte Carlo method, and NS2
is deployed for network simulations. We consider a
specific DSRC VANET in highway for safety message dissemination. Each vehicle in the network is
equipped with DSRC capability. The communication
network parameters as set as follows. W = 10MHz
(DSRC channel bandwidth), Pt = 0.28183815Watts

(transmission power of each node), Pth = 2.28289e −
11Watts (carrier sensing power strength or clear channel assessment sensitivity), d0 = 100meters (the reference distance for the far-zone), η = 7.29e − 10,
PIn = −99dBm, rE = 300m (average sensing range),
σ = 16s (Slot time), DIFS = 64s, CW = 15, TH1 =
40s (PHY preamble), TH2 = 272bits (MAC header),
TH3 = 4s, (PLCP header), Tc = 0.1s (Packet generation interval), Rd = 24Mbps (Data rate), PL =
200bytes (Packet length), α = 2 (path loss exponent),
Fading Parameter m for r<50m, 50m<r<150m and
r ≥ 150m, the value is 3, 1.5 and 1, respectively. The
communication nodes are Poisson distributed with
piecewise constant densities on highway with length
of 1000m on each of the crossing roads.
The density distribution, as function of distances
(X) to a tagged vehicle, in the case of x ≤ 50m,
50m < x ≤ 100m and x > 100m, is 3βav /2, βav and
βav /2, respectively. where βav is a constant average
road density during a certain time period. Figure 3
and 4 shows the CDF and the PDF of SINR at the
receivers with different values of the signal propagation distance ds and SINR thresholds, respectively.
βav =0.1 vehicles/meter. It can be seen from Fig. 3,
the farther propagation distance, the smaller received
signal power, and accordingly the smaller SINR at receiver obtained. Thus, we can see the CDF’s increasing trends with the propagation distance equaling with
50m, 250m, 350m and 450m, i.e., the SINR at the receiver with propagation distance 50m could be largest
compared with the other propagation distance while
the SINR at the receiver with 450m could be smallest. As with the Fig.3, it is also observed the PDFs
varying trends with propagation distance with 50m,
250m, 350m and 450m in Fig. 4. It first increase
with the propagation distance when SINR is relatively
small and then decrease with SINR. The PDFs varying trends indicate that the closer the transmission distance is, the greater the SINR value at the receiving
node has.
Figure 5 and 6 shows the PRP and PRR at the receivers with different values of the signal propagation
distance ds and SINR thresholds. It is shown from
Figure 5 and 6 that analytical results practically coincide with the simulation results, which verify correctness of the proposed model. Both PRP and PRR with
short propagation distance have better performance
than that with long distance, i.e., the performance of
PRP as well as PRR with propagation distance 50m is
better than that of 150m, and the performance of PRP
as well as PRR with 150m is better than that of 250m,
and hence with 350m or 450m. On the other hand, it is
observed that fixed propagation distance 50m, 150m,
250m and 350m, the performance of PRP as well as
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Packet Reception Probability (

PRR is decreasing with SINR thresholds, respectively.
because the modulation and coding mechanism of the
receiver could be better applied at the small SINR
threshold, and thus the packet loss is smaller. Figure 7 shows link capacity of the local VANET . From
figure 7 we can see that the range of link capacity is
among [78, 105] Mbps with high probability.

PRP)
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CONCLUSION
0.00

In this paper, a start-of-the-art framework based on
SINR for safety message broadcast are proposed,
which is more practical and has the ability to analyze
link capacity and reliability metrics of PRR and PRP.
Assumptions such as NHPP vehicle distributions and
Nakagami fading channel model with path loss make
proposed model more practical and general. The detailed description about the assumptions and derivation of the SINR is in section 2 to 4. However,
the model based on SINR introduces complex equation which spends significant computation resources
to evaluate, Monte Carlo and MPI methods are proposed for accelerate computation process. At the end
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Figure 7: Link capacity of VANET broadcast.

of paper, we analyze the computation efforts and evaluation error of model by several experiments and validate its correctness by simulation. The analytical results give the numerical CDF and the PDF of SINR
at the receivers with signal propagation distance ds
and SINR thresholds, respectively. The results could
further be utilized by the engineer to measure the
VANET communication system, and then optimize
the system parameters which should be the future re-
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search direction. The analytical results of PRP and
PRR practically coincide with the simulation results,
which verify correctness of the proposed model.
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